The Institutes that support basic, behavioral, and clinical neurons is in an explosive phase, with exciting findings neuroscience research at the National Institutes of emerging virtually every day. Studies of the cell biology Health have had a sustained interest and commitment of neurons-how cells differentiate into neurons, form to studies of the cell biology of neurons. The laboratories their elaborate architecture, communicate with each of many of the authors of the present volume and a other, change and adapt with exposure to abused subsignificant portion of the work that they describe have stances, process and encode sensory information, been supported by the NIH for decades. We consider learn, interact with glia, traffic various cellular compothis area to be one of the most exciting frontiers in nents, maintain their health-provide the essential founneuroscience and anticipate that tremendous advances dation for studies of normal and abnormal brain function will be made over the next decade-advances that not over the life span. These studies add substantially to only add to our understanding of the brain, but also our understanding of the cellular and molecular bases contribute substantially to our eventual understanding of devastating brain disorders such as Parkinson's disof fundamental brain disorders, pointing the way toward ease, schizophrenia, addiction, depression, Alzheimer's preventions, treatments, and cures. disease, disorders of vision, hearing and language impairment, taste and smell dysfunction, spinal cord injury, mental retardation, and developmental disabilities. 
